**China** has launched a curated collection of patents potentially relevant to COVID-19 at <https://ncp.patentstar.cn/en>.

**Espacenet** has had some minor improvements. The records for EP applications derived from PCT applications originally in English, French or German, and hence not republished, will now display the front page of the WO document, and the full document tab will also include the EPO publication notice. Right-clicking a patent number in the "patent family" or "published as" sections will now automatically open the document in a second tab. Searching for a publication number with a kind code included will find that specific document instead of the application in general.

The EU Intellectual Property Office's international trade mark and design databases **TMView** and **DesignView** (at <https://tmdn.org>/) have had facelifts to the search interface. It is now possible to set alerts, and compare individual results side by side. TMView also now includes marks from **Australia** and **New Zealand**.

**Japan** has an image similarity search available for designs at <https://www.graphic-image.inpit.go.jp>/. However, the system is currently available in Japanese only. It is possible to combine the image similarity search with filing, registration or publication date, description keyword, or Japanese design classification code. It has also launched a voluntary database of patents offered for license at <https://plidb.inpit.go.jp/english/home>. It is searchable by keyword only, but a wide range of information on the patent is available. The English-language search is carried out via machine translation into Japanese, and the entire database record for each result is also machine-translated into English.

**The Lens** has launched a group of collections of patents and literature related to COVID-19 at <https://about.lens.org/covid-19>/. There is now also an embeddable format to add PatCite results to web pages.

The **WIPO** database Patentscope has launched a new COVID-19 search tool at <https://patentscope.wipo.int/search/en/covid19.jsf>. The tool lists IPC classification codes that may be particularly relevant to the subject, under the overall headings of "personal protective equipment", "diagnostics", "medical facilities and transport", "medical treatment", "artificial respiration", "informatics" and "other". The "other" section includes viruses, air-purifying systems, and containers for surgical or diagnostic implements. It is possible to go directly to search results for selected classifications, with the interface set to any of the major WIPO languages. The Global Brand Database, at <https://www3.wipo.int/branddb/en/index.jsp>, now includes trade marks from Bhutan, **Kazakhstan, Serbia**, and **Ukraine**. The Global Design Database, at <https://www3.wipo.int/designdb/en/index.jsp>, now includes designs from **South Korea**.

Philip Eagle is a member of the Research Services team for science and technology at the British Library, with a specific interest in intellectual property. His other activities involve selecting, maintaining, and preserving scientific paper and electronic material and liaising with users to ensure that the library's collections remain relevant and useful.
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